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At the core of every great customer service experience is the customer’s ability to quickly and
accurately resolve an issue.

Regardless of contact channel—voice, e-mail, chat, or
web—customers want the right answer as quickly as
possible. And your support agents’ productivity relies on
this same principle. Across the entire customer support
process; the people, processes, technology supporting
your customer inquiries form the foundation for excellent
customer service.

Through a single interface, customer support agents can
manage customer information, prioritize cases, document
case histories, research solutions, update tasks and set
alerts, escalate cases, and monitor their own performance
against service metrics.

As the core of your customer service and support
solution, PhaseWare Tracker Beyond provides seamless
customer support technology that also makes it easier to
improve your processes while empowering your people to
succeed.
Customer and agent benefits
With a single interface covering the entire customer
support lifecycle from submission and escalation to
resolution and analysis, PhaseWare Tracker Beyond
streamlines the entire customer support process.
From the agent perspective, Tracker Beyond will improve
productivity and performance by increasing the selfmanagement of each agent within one application.

For the customer, a streamlined customer service
environment creates a more consistent and effective
customer experience; resulting in increased customer
satisfaction, loyalty, and retention.
Company benefits
Your organization will benefit from:
• Positive, empowered customers
• Productive, motivated support agents
• Providing world class customer support through
critical data, trend and performance metrics
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Incident Manager
The Ultimate List

Filtering

Take Action

All of your incidents in one place. See
a list of pending complaints, issues,
and questions.
Clean interface makes understanding
your customer support queues easy.

See only the information you care
about. Using Tracker Beyond’s
powerful filters and column
configurability, you can select what
information to see on your incident
manager.

PhaseWare makes it easy to perform
single and bulk incident actions with a
few simple clicks.
Customer support has never been so
easy.

Incident View
Make It Your Own

Journals

E-mail Integration

The incident view screen (and every
other screen) can be configured in any
way you want. Restructure the order of
fields to fit your business workflow for
faster resolution times.

Journals are a place where the notes
and correspondence related to an
incident are recorded. The best way
to know exactly where you and your
customer left off.

Ability to monitor a mailbox and turn
E-mails into incidents that can then
follow your escalation and event
processing procedures.
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Dashboards
Monitor

Proactive Support

Help Your Customers

Monitor your customer support
activity in real-time by using various
built-in graphical representations.
As always, you can configure the
dashboard widgets as you wish.

Instead of viewing monthly reports
after the fact, real-time dashboards
give you the ability to tackle problems
before they turn into a larger issue by
being proactive.

By adding effective visualized data
to your customer support workflow
you can spend more time helping
customers, and less time trying to sort
out numbers.

Screen Designer
Configurable

Quick and Simple

Above and Beyond

The incident view is completely
configurable using our Screen
Designer product. Change fields, move
and restructure everything to make it
exactly what you need.

With this simple, quick tool, new fields
and customizations can be added
in just minutes without any further
programming or technical support
from PhaseWare.

Screen Designer takes a further step
towards ensuring your PhaseWare
Tracker implementation offers the
best fit your business, customers, and
support agents.
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Tracker Beyond includes several key elements to make it a strong, effective, and adaptable software
solution

Case Management

Performance Management

Enable your agents to quickly, effectively
work through customer support cases by
providing complete customer and case
history, note taking and documentation
tools, task management, and a
searchable knowledge base.

Gain access to real-time performance
metrics and customer support trends
with a customizable reporting dashboard;
also monitor and share individual agent
performance to recognize success and
drive further improvement.

Workflow Management

Multichannel Support

Establish set workflows according to
your own internal processes to ensure a
consistent customer experience, while
providing a repeatable framework that
drives agent productivity.

Create support tickets, distribute cases
to the appropriate agent or department
through your customers’ preferred
support channel—voice, e-mail, chat, and
self-service.

Knowledge Management

Security and Access Control

Provide a centralized, searchable
content repository to share customer
support information across, accelerate
resolutions, and improve productivity.

Protect customer information and
maintain regulatory compliance with
customizable security authorization
levels.

Self-Service Center

Infrastructure and Implementation

Supported by the knowledge base, a selfservice Web portal allows employees to
troubleshoot basic issues, submit tickets,
and track ticket status.

Optimize your investment by choosing
a vendor with the best service delivery
model (hosted or on-site) for your needs,
a short implementation period, and a
robust training program.
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Features for comparison
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alerts and escalations
Customizable reporting
Mobile access
Automatic customer notices
Data import/export
Online forms
Call tracking
Download manager

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting/periodic reporting
Chat functionality
Dynamic FAQ
Rich content management
Complaint monitoring
E-mail tracking
Service renewal notices
Custom user interface

•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge base integration
Software development kit
Customer management
Lead tracking integration
Trouble ticketing
Customizable fields

Highlighted Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage customer, contact, and incident information
Streamline workflow and knowledge management
Use MS Outlook for e-mail support
Create and manage unlimited Service Level
Agreement (SLA) packages
Monitor first-call resolution rate
Collaborate with and rate outside parties
Classify tickets and coordinate incidents into a single
project

•
•
•
•
•

Bridge communications between vendors and endusers
Fully searchable knowledge base
Custom reports and templates
Easily customizable screen graphics
Scale to fit your business, no matter what size

Requirements
Database Server Requirements
• Hardware Requirements for installing the current SQL
Server version (click other versions for more): http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143506.aspx
• Minimum required version is SQL 2008R2 Express
Edition with Advanced Services
• 8GBs of memory (16GBs recommended)

Tracker Beyond Browser Requirements
• Google Chrome: latest two versions
• Mozilla Firefox: latest two versions
• Apple Safari: latest two versions (for Mac OS X only)
• Microsoft Internet Explorer: latest version only
• Partial Microsoft Edge Support

Web Server Requirements
• IIS 6, IIS 7 or IIS 8
• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
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Watch Tracker Beyond featured in our products showcase video

Click Here to watch the video
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